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Today’s retailers have fully embraced a digital-first philosophy. Online pure players spend over 80 

percent of their marketing dollars on digital ads, yet Co-op spend stays mired in an analog 

approach. Over $56  billion of Co-op spend – 80 percent of overall Co-op budgets – remains 

dedicated to tired, offline channels such as in-store displays, merchandise premiums, and mass 

circulars.

But this dynamic is changing. Co-op marketers are introducing the same, data-centric approach 

that’s been seen in their digital channels for years. Project the behavior of eCommerce pure 

players onto the wider market, and we’ll see a dramatic surge in digital Co-op spend.

This sea change is no more apparent than with the adoption of Paid Search as a primary Co-op 

marketing channel. Reflecting this, we’ll explore a fundamental shift in both investment strategy 

and budget allocation. Our white paper guides you through Co-op’s associated benefits. It also 

reveals the challenge – and solutions – to scaling it effectively.

1

Escaping Offline Co-op’s Black Hole

Offline Co-op advertising has existed since the late 19  century. The principle is straightforward: 

brands (or wholesalers) agree to share the cost of an ad with a retailer in exchange for more 

product exposure. Co-op spend usually correlates with the sales volume a retailer achieves for its 

brand partner.

This remained unchallenged for years. Retailers enjoyed increased budgets and product turnover. 

For brands, sales volumes spiked. But the arrival of data science and digital measurement put old 

thinking under the microscope.  Both parties began to challenge the old system’s lack of 

transparency. How are Co-op budgets allocated and assigned? And how are those Co-op dollars 

really performing?  

Retailers face a unique challenge.  How can they provide support and insight for the dozens, if not 

thousands of wholesales partners they partner with?  

 

And wholesalers are equally vexed.  Without adequate reporting, the money they spend disappears 

into a black hole, where no information escapes.  Both partners find themselves frustrated by the 

status quo. Perhaps that’s why, even in the face of this new digitally native frontier, they reserve just 

20 percent of their budgets for Co-op activities. 

th

1 - Crealytics’ internal research
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thinking under the microscope.  Both parties began to challenge the old system’s lack of 

transparency. How are Co-op budgets allocated and assigned? And how are those Co-op dollars 

really performing?  

Retailers face a unique challenge.  How can they provide support and insight for the dozens, if not 

thousands, of wholesale partners they join forces with?  

 

And wholesalers are equally vexed.  Without adequate reporting, the money they spend disappears 

into a black hole, where no information escapes.  Both partners find themselves frustrated by the 

status quo. Perhaps that’s why, even in the face of a new digitally-native frontier, they reserve just 

20 percent of their budgets for Co-op activities. 

Where do eCommerce pure players spend their ad dollars?

Advertising 
Spend

Co-op 
Spend

$42B

20%

20%

80%

80%

Digital

Offline

Opportunity

In all, this amounts to $42 billion available for Co-op spend. 

Who will claim it?
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Amazon’s shadow looms largest here. Apart 

from its demand-side platform (DSP), Co-op 

represents most of its lucrative ad business. 

It's easy to understand how Amazon has 

gathered such a huge market share.  Some 

estimates suggest that Amazon owns over 

half of the total market - meaning one out of 

every two eCommerce transactions goes 

through the giant's platform. That kind of 

volume creates a network effect. After all, 

brands need to be where their customers are 

- even if it means sacrificing their own direct-

to-consumer business and long-standing 

retail partnerships.  

But Amazon has gone even further with its 

introduction of Amazon Advertising.  Brands 

can now spend media dollars using its self-

service network in support of their own 

product sales.  Amazon provides insights into 

sales performance, revenue figures, and 

performance KPIs - elements that their retail 

Co-op partners previously struggled to 

deliver. The apparent transparency is

obviously appealing, and it sets up a new 

benchmark that challenges retailers to 

emulate. 

With $19 billion revenue predicted by next 

year, current growth trajectories should see 

Amazon swallow around half the overall $42 

billion. That leaves $21 billion up for grabs. 

Search marketing accounts for around 80 

percent ($16.8B) of this, of which almost all 

will be claimed by Product Listing Ads (PLAs). 

The result? A $13+ billion-shaped opportunity 

for retailers and brands alike. 

Amazon Changes 
Everything (again)
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PLAs and keyword-based text ads are based on an auction. 

Advertisers can either bid on products or keywords to show their ads. 

The higher you bid, the better your products and text ads rank, 

generating more revenue in the process.  PLAs match automatically 

against relevant search terms, enjoy prominent display on Google’s 

page and account for more than 75 percent of retailers’ search 

spend.

How Do PLAs Work?

What You Need To Know

Product Listing Ads (PLAs)

Visual ads entice shoppers more effectively, and the format’s popularity refuses to dampen. In the 

U.S. and U.K., spending on them surpassed that of Text Ads by 2016.

Given the competition in PLA advertising, retailers face a crowded market. Attaining the top spots 

for product ads can prove prohibitively expensive. Brands who sell through retailers experience 

problems, too. After all, products that fail to display equate a loss in revenue and market share to 

competitors.

Given the complexity and competitiveness of the PLA market, it’s easy to believe that finding 

success via Co-op would be a challenge.  Yet the addition of Co-op spend to Shopping Ad 

Marketplace can give both wholesale and retail eCommerce players a significant advantage.  By 

leveraging PLA Co-op, both parties can bid more aggressively…and capitalize on additional real 

estate. Retailers unlock bigger budgets; brands enjoy more product exposure.  But both sides need 

to be aware of the challenges they face before getting started.

Adopting PLA as a Co-op Mechanism
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To get the most sales possible from Google Shopping, ensure your ads appear for these types of 

“high conversion” queries (which with every type of paid media means bidding slightly more). 

Be warned, however: just bidding higher on your PLAs will result in your ads attracting more low-

quality traffic. You want to focus on displaying your ads for specific queries, which tend to convert 

better. As a result, segmenting your campaigns properly is essential. When you segment your 

campaigns into the type of queries that receive high, medium and low conversion rates (which 

likely differ from business to business), you can set bid amounts that correlate to the user’s 

intent. That way, you bid more for “high-converting” queries and less for “low-converting” queries.  

Successful campaigns rest on reaching the people most likely to buy your products. Check out the 

below example: Query A is much more specific (and thus more likely to convert) than Query B – 

even though the bid is the same! Aim to leave the generic traffic to your competitors. Instead, 

focus on getting more high-converting traffic to your business.

1 – Segment your campaigns effectively

Three Tips to Conquer PLA Campaigns

Different intents, but identical 
product bid

$1.00

A.

B.

Nike Mercurial Superfly

Soccer Shoes

Nike Mercurial Superfly V FG
Sportswear Men Platine

Nike Mercurial Superfly V FG
Sportswear Men Platine

$202.99 f rom Nike

$202.99 f rom Nike

Compare conversion rates 
by specificity

Category Designer
+

Category

Designer
+

Product 
Name

Base CR
1.4x

2.5x

Typical differentials

shoes nike
+

shoes

nike
+

mercurial

Example
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Be warned, however: just bidding higher on your PLAs will result in your ads attracting more low-

quality traffic. You want to focus on displaying your ads for specific queries, which tend to convert 

better. As a result, segmenting your campaigns properly is essential. When you segment your 

campaigns into the type of queries that receive high, medium and low conversion rates, you can 

set bid amounts that correlate to the user’s intent. That way, you bid more for “high-converting” 

queries and less for “low-converting” queries.  

GENERICS

DESIGNER + PRODUCT 
NAME

DESIGNERS

CAMPAIGNS PRIORITIES BID AMOUNT NEGATIVES

DESIGNER NAMES
PRODUCT NAMES

High

Medium

Low

PRODUCT NAMES

N/A

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

Create 3 campaign types Assign Priorities Place bids Name Negative Keywords 

$

$

$$$

$

Simply increasing your cost-per-click (CPC) isn’t the answer to getting more PLA sales. Google 

Shopping’s bidding works differently from traditional PPC bidding. An S-curve replaces decreasing, 

marginal revenue.

Users first enter a minimum bid into the auction. Small bid increases will elicit a huge jump in 

conversions, but at a certain point the bid becomes too high, leaving conversion rates to plateau. A 

bid that’s too high results in Google showing your products for generic queries (ones unlikely to 

convert).

Anyone can overbid on their Google Shopping campaigns. To remedy this, aim for a system of 

2 – Don’t overbid!
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Sell some of the same products or brands as your competitors? If so, you’ll get more from Google 

Shopping by decreasing your prices as opposed to just increasing your bids. To make the platform 

more appealing to online shoppers, it displays a “low-price bias.” So, given the choice between 

two products, Google will always display the cheaper of the two, even if the more expensive one 

has a higher bid. If lowering your prices isn’t an option, try focusing your campaigns on items that 

are more competitive in price for their category. You’ll gradually gather data on which perform best 

– allowing you to focus your energies on these products.

3 – Fail at pricing = Fail at Google Shopping

testing, measuring and tweaking. Make small, incremental changes – and see what happens to 

your conversion rate. And if you don’t have time to manually test each bid? Invest in a tool that 

automates the process.

Shopping Efficiency curve

Budget

Expensive 
Products

Cheap 
Products

Revenue
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Challenge

Ambiguous Measurement

Scaling Co-op: Four Key Challenges & Solutions

Even today, PLA Co-op still suffers from the “black hole” syndrome associated with traditional 

formats. Increasing budgets and bids with Co-op dollars undoubtedly spikes traffic and sales, but 

it remains difficult to separate results. Analytics systems can’t distinguish between the 

performance of core and Co-op campaigns. Ambiguity over how money was spent can create 

friction between partners. Brands hesitate to invest their marketing dollars; retailers get defensive 

about the results of their efforts. 

Four challenges hamper the current path to scaling Co-op effectively. We outline potential fixes for 

each below. 

1

Constraint

1

2

3

4

Performance 
Measurement

Lack of MeasurabilityBids are increased. However, it remains 
hard to distinguish regular activities 
from any Co-op uplift

Overall revenue is not a useful metric for 
brands to measure ROI. Brand-specific 
revenues are of interest 

Retailers sometimes take the budgets, but 
aren’t committed to spending them

Manual implemenation and the monitoring 
of thousands of brands is complex

Reporting Lack of Transparency

Budgeting Budgets remain unused or 
are simply used as a 
measure to reduce price

Manual Work Complex and very time 
intensive

Explanation Consequence
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To target new customers, retailers will rely on prospecting activities. 

And to attract previous website visitors and retain existing 

customers, retailers will aggressively manage retargeting activities. 

Sharing relevant information from each type of campaign unlocks 

valuable perspectives for brands.

Here’s an example:

The online retailer BuyShopNow.com decides to evenly split its budgets. One half goes toward 

prospecting (in order to target new customers). The other half is used for retargeting (to both 

attract previous visitors to the website and retain existing customers). BuyShopNow.com 

commits to giving brands access to audience data. This makes it easier for them to target 

specific consumers, who then see more of the right products as a result. BuyShopNow.com 

can also make Google’s “Similar Audience” feature available to their wholesalers. This allows 

the brands to target new customers: ones that hold the same profiles as those chosen for 

retargeting campaigns. Business-as-usual activities (those attributed to the retailer) can then 

be segmented from Co-op performance.

Solution

Divide and Conquer

Retailer 
increases 
prospecting

Retargeting 
and similar 
audiences

Retailer spends 
on prospecting 
and retargeting

No Boost

Retailer Contribution Brand Contribution

1.

2.
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Challenge

Solution

Reporting Transparency

Dedicated Reporting for Brands and Retailers

Scaling Co-op: Four Key Challenges & Solutions

In an era of heightened demand for transparency, most bidding and reporting systems haven’t caught 

up with Co-op’s requirements. Let’s take the example of someone who starts their shopping by 

searching for a particular product. In these scenarios, people who look for, say, “Adidas Gazelle 

shoes” end up buying something else approximately 65 percent of the time - usually products from 

competitors. As a brand, you only care how your products have sold. Yet the current suite of tools 

simply report back the overall revenue. Unfortunately, this will also include sales of other competing 

products, falsely assigning revenue attainment to a brand’s Co-op spend, but not driving verifiable 

sales growth for them.

Retailers and brands should expect more granular data reporting.

– For retailers this means viewing the performance of aggregate PLA Co-op spend, along with 

how much revenue it generates. Snapshots of single-brand performance including spend and 

sales will also prove useful. 

– The only metrics that count for brands are those that measure their own products’ performance. 

Consequently, they should expect a view of budget spend, an account of products sold, and 

associated ROAS for each line.

2
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Solution

Dedicated Reporting for Brands and Retailers

Partners should 
expect detailed 

dashboard 
reporting
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Solution

Dedicated Reporting for Brands and Retailers

The ideal setup 
process should 
offer a product-

based view
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Challenge

Solution

Wasted Budgets

A ROAS Safety Valve

Scaling Co-op: Four Key Challenges & Solutions

Without proper reporting, retailers aren’t always committed to spending the ad dollars they 

receive. These situations often lead to unused budgets and wasted spend. A lack of accountability 

remains built into the system, leaving both sides frustrated with the inability to appropriately 

scale the partnership.

Delivering detailed, brand-specific performance forecasts eats up time and effort. And one forecast 

(as opposed to continued iterations) is never enough. This can be solved by defining a maximum 

budget and guaranteeing a certain level of efficiency (i.e. Return on Ad Spend). Thus, budget use 

depends on whether ROAS is hit. Brands needn’t worry about their investment, nor any form of 

campaign management – they can simply trust that ROAS numbers will ensure efficiency 

throughout the campaign.

3
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Challenge

Solution

Time-Intensive

Automation

Scaling Co-op: Four Key Challenges & Solutions

In some cases, retailers manage relationships with tens of thousands of brands, each of whom have 

their own targets and expectations.  Satisfying all of them requires a more robust solution than 

manual implementation, laborious campaign execution and human-scale monitoring. The current 

setup suffers from a highly complex, time-intense process which limits the scale to just a few large 

brands.

The ideal platform removes any need for manual input. It creates Co-op campaigns at scale, applies 

the right audience strategy and optimizes toward the agreed ROAS target. Detailed reporting (at an 

aggregate level for retailers, and at a brand level for wholesalers) should come as standard. This 

means going beyond the display of non-attributed revenues for clicked products only.  It should 

include actual products purchased…and those that led to substantial increases in revenue and 

profitability. 

4
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First Reassess, then Reap the Rewards

Driving Co-op through PLA campaigns represents more than just a subsidy generator. It’s a 

paradigm shift in eCommerce: one offering a win-win scenario for retailers and brands, and an 

alternative to Amazon’s ongoing dominance. Done properly, this combination unlocks the best 

possible returns for Co-op partnerships. And both sides can enjoy something previously elusive: 

effective, measurable performance of their products.  

A once neglected gap in the market is filling with the industry’s shrewdest names. As a retailer 

you can seize this opportunity, too. But it doesn’t come without risks. Success hinges on 

rethinking how you run your search campaigns. Those that have the courage to reallocate budgets, 

focus on incremental value and seize control of relevant audience segments (making them 

available to brands) can leverage PLA Co-op to its full extent.

You’ll also need support outside the marketing organization. This approach demands a 

technology-centric agency familiar with building the required automation or, at a minimum, a 

harmonized approach between category managers, IT and Ad Ops units. Regardless of your 

strategy, successful PLA Co-op relies on a rigorous approach to testing, disciplined co-ordination, 

and a breaking down of silos across the organization.
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Excelling at advertising is no longer purely about efficiency. It requires a completely different 

approach to full ser vice campaign management. Crealytics’ technology and ser vice team breaks 

down the silos separating product advertising from the merchandising and finance departments, 

resulting in a completely new approach to retail performance advertising.  In 2017 we generated 

over three billion in ad revenue for our retail clients, including ASOS, Urban Outfitters, Footlocker, 

and Lands' End.

Contact us at hello@crealytics.com or visit us at www.crealytics.com to learn more.

About Crealytics




